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Even before this week’s latest Fed-tapering scare, gold stocks remained firmly entrenched
as the most-hated sector in all the markets. They are as deeply out of favor as they’ve
been in their entire dozen-year secular bull, hyper-oversold and radically
undervalued.
Given such epic antipathy, I figured they were also suffering from low trading
volume. Turns out they are, with some surprises, which is a bullish omen.
It’s been several years since I’ve studied gold-stock volume in any depth, and I’ve been
growing more curious about it as this year’s massive gold-stock rout wore on. Trading
volume is pretty ambiguous as far as technical indicators go. While most indicators clearly
flag excessive greed orfear, high volume can show both. Volume tends to surge when
traders get excited, when either kind of emotion is running high.
And prior to gold stocks’ latest Fed-sparked plunge this week, the dominant emotion in this
sector was certainly despair. After a brutal 2013, investors and speculators have pretty
much universally abandoned all hope in this sector. With the sparing exceptions of
abnormal days like this week’s Fed aftermath, gold stocks are generally way past fear. In a
left-for-dead sector, trading volume ought to be dismally low.
In years past I used the flagship HUI gold-stock index in my volume studies. But sadly I
fear the HUI is dying. The last time its custodian (NYSE Amex) reported this index’s
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component stocks was way back in December 2011. We’re even now seeing divergent
component listings on major financial websites, they don’t agree which stocks are even in
the HUI! This isn’t a good sign, the benchmark HUI is fading away.
Of course the universal loathing for gold stocks is a big factor. If investors don’t care about
an obscure sector, index custodians also neglect it. But a bigger reason is probably the rise
of ETFs. The HUI is never mentioned on CNBC, instead whenever analysts talk about gold
stocks they use GDX as their sector metric of choice. That of course is Van Eck’s widelyknown Market Vectors Gold Miners ETF.
GDX is indeed a fine gold-stock ETF, and worthy of being a sector benchmark. Born in May
2006, I started studying it in depth in late 2007. And its component stocks and their
weightings mirrored the HUI’s very closely. While GDX’s annual 0.5% expense ratio makes
it less clean than a pure index for long-term measuring, GDX is still increasingly replacing
the HUI as the gold-stock metric of choice.
While the large majority of gold-stock trading doesn’t happen through GDX, its volume is
still very representative of this sector as a whole. When traders are buying and selling gold
stocks, they are also buying and selling GDX proportionally. And GDX’s enormous trading
range in recent years reflects gold stocks’ huge volatility. This ETF traded from the mid$60s in September 2011 to the mid-$20s this week!
This means raw volume isn’t particularly comparable over time thanks to GDX’s broad
range. A 20m-share day now represents far less capital changing hands than the same
volume a couple years ago when gold stocks weren’t despised. A concept called capital
volume bridges this disconnect and restores comparability. It simply multiplies raw GDX
shares traded each day by this ETF’s intraday average price.
The result is how much money is moving in and out of gold stocks daily. Ignoring inflation,
there’s no difference between a billion dollars moving through gold stocks today or a couple
years ago. This first chart looks at GDX capital volume over the past several years or
so. The raw capital volume is in red, and is super-volatile. So I applied a yellow 21-day
(average trading days per month) moving average to smooth it.
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As always with Zeal weekly essays, the data cutoff for getting them researched, charted,
written, proofed, and published on time is Wednesday’s close. So Thursday’s wild Fedtapering-scare action isn’t reflected here. Nevertheless, it isn’t relevant to this study of the
gold-stock capital-volume trend in place so far this year as gold stocks spiraled ever
lower. As I expected, widespread despair led to low GDX capital volume.
This past Monday, the money changing hands in GDX trading fell to a paltry $244m per
day. This is exceptionally low. The collective market capitalization of the old HUI
component gold stocks that day was around $116,347m. So in GDX alone, only about 0.2%
of major gold stocks were being traded. Once again GDX is not the majority of gold-stock
trading, but it is certainly representative of this whole sector.
When investors and speculators have abandoned a sector and walked away, low
capital volume is the natural result. With fewer traders left, and virtually no
enthusiasm, there’s neither a large-enough remaining constituency nor any
motivation to buy or sell rapidly. Thus after a long selloff, when stocks are
exceptionally oversold and deeply out of favor, low volume is a very bullish
contrarian buying indicator.
In a truly literal sense, stock prices are a popularity contest. When stocks are in favor
traders love them and flood into them, bidding up their prices to new highs. Eventually the
greed this sparks balloons to unsustainable levels, and a major top occurs. Conversely
when stocks are out of favor traders hate them and steer clear, so their prices fall to new
lows. Major bottoms happen after fear and despair finally peak.
And with GDX already plummeting 41% year-to-date even before the Fed scare, there is no
arguing it was in a brutal selloff. And everyone knows gold stocks are despised, the vast
majority of traders have convinced themselves that markets move in one direction
forever so gold stocks will never materially rally again. So the sub-$250m-per-day GDX
capital volume earlier this week was a major bottoming indicator.
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Major new uplegs in any sector are always born in fear or despair. When the majority of
traders are the most bearish, everyone susceptible to being spooked into selling low has
already fled. That leaves only buyers, who stealthily start bidding up the battered sector in
an effective volume vacuum. Nearly every major upleg and even significant rally in gold
stocks was born in low volume, as you can see in this chart.
Pick virtually any low point in GDX before a multi-month rally, and then look at its
red capital-volume line. It is always low as post-selloff pre-upleg despair reigns,
and often near that $250m-per-day line which has effectively proven a hard floor
in recent years. Most of these times the yellow 21dma of GDX daily capital volume
is low too. Very low volume after major selloffs is a harbinger of an imminent new
rally.
I was well aware of this low-volume and major-bottoming connection after decades of
intensely studying the financial markets. I expected to see volume very low given the
universal antipathy towards gold stocks these days. But what I didn’t expect at all was the
surprising uptrend in GDX capital volume in recent years! That is highlighted above
bracketing the 21-day moving average of this volume metric.
Traders naturally get excited during both steep rallies and steep selloffs, stoking highlymotivating greed and fear respectively. So the huge capital-volume spike into GDX’s
September 2011 highs makes perfect sense. It’s hard to believe now, but gold stocks were
actually on the verge of being exciting back then! Fortunes were being won as they rallied
higher. But volume changes dramatically in corrections.
We all remember the outsized down days that punctuate corrections from time to time, like
the carnage this Thursday. During these big selloffs fear flares dramatically, and
volume spikes accordingly as traders rush for the exits to end the pain. But the
great majority of corrections are not dramatic down days, but slow, demoralizing grinds
lower. This eventually breeds despair, leading to declining volume.
And indeed between GDX’s September 2011 peak and its May 2012 trough, a more normal
8-month correction span, capital volume fell off dramatically. This is particularly evident in
its 21dma line. With the exception of those occasional big down days that ignited feardriven selling, volume faded with traders’ interest in gold stocks. It didn’t recover again
until gold stocks started surging in the middle of last year.
As GDX rallied rapidly, capital volume rocketed higher. These high-volume rallies were
a very encouraging and bullish sign for gold stocks. High volume reflects high
interest and strong conviction. Incidentally one of the biggest complaints about 2013’s
general-stock-market melt-up was it happened on low volume. Low-volume rallies are
suspect with a weak foundation, while high-volume ones are strong.
Gold stocks as represented by GDX indeed started climbing higher, carving the nice support
line shown above that would normally announce a major new upleg. But then 2013
arrived, with a super-low-probability event that short-circuited gold stocks’
advance. American stock traders started to dump their shares in the flagship GLD
gold ETF to use that capital to chase the levitating general stock markets.
I can’t emphasize enough how anomalous, unprecedented, and unsustainable this GLD
mass exodus has been. As explained in depth in our current monthly newsletter, the entire
reason gold has been weak in 2013 was capital rotating out of gold ETFs utterly dominated
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by the US GLD. The extreme differential selling pressure in their shares dumped
too much gold supply onto the markets too fast to be absorbed.
Not even big physical demand out of Asia could overcome it. And as gold prices ground
ever lower, gold-stock traders fled. The levitating stock markets sucked capital out of GLD,
gold was hit on GLD bullion flooding the market, and the gold stocks were crushed on falling
gold. This dynamic is slowing and reversing, and the totally anomalous carnage it
wreaked in gold stocks will reverse along with it.
One of the biggest mistakes investors and speculators make in markets is to
assume hyper-overbought or hyper-oversold markets are at fundamentallyrighteous levels. As I warned aggressively back in mid-May as the general stock markets
were euphoric, they were far too high and due for a major selloff. And I continue to pound
the table on the incredible bullishness of gold stocks, the ultimate contrarian trade.
As this sector drifted and sometimes plunged lower in 2013, I expected capital volume to
continue to fade as despair set in. And indeed we saw raw GDX capital volume fall near or
slightly below that $250m-per-day floor several times this year. But what really
surprised me is the continuing uptrend in the 21dma of GDX’s capital
volume. That flies in the face of all my expectations, and has intriguing
implications.
This uptrend began back in mid-2010, as GDX was slowly climbing towards new all-time
highs in a strong upleg. It should have failed as GDX corrected, and indeed if you draw a
resistance line from the tops of 21dma spikes between GDX’s September 2011 peak and
early 2013, average capital volume was declining. But it has actually picked up again in
2013 despite the worst gold-stock action since 2008’s stock panic.
Why is the cash changing hands in gold stocks still growing on balance despite the
universal despair plaguing this hyper-oversold sector? I don’t know. It could be a
massive distribution, the remaining gold-stock investors dumping shares low en
masse to forever spurn this sector that has been so miserable in 2013. It could also
simply be a GDX-specific thing not representative of this sector, as this ETF grows more
popular.
It’s hard to believe, but hedge-fund managers have increasingly been buying sizable long
positions in GDX in recent months. These professionals recognize excessive greed and fear,
and know when a sector is too overbought or too oversold. And since researching individual
gold stocks is so challenging, time-consuming, and expertise-dependent, many have
decided to let GDX’s custodians do it for them.
But there is a third possibility that intrigues me. As a newsletter writer, I receive a neverending stream of countless e-mails from individual investors, speculators, and money
managers all over the world. While the vast majority have naturally been very down on
gold stocks this year, there is a small minority that are getting really excited. They
see the extreme over-soldness and are buying for the inevitable mean-reversion rally.
If there is indeed a lurking remnant of hardcore contrarians now out there stealthily buying,
the moment gold turns decisively higher gold stocks are likely to explode higher. GDX’s
own capital volume shows huge spikes higher on rallies since last spring, a bullish
sign. This continuing capital-volume uptrend in 2013 despite unbelievable pain
may show far more underlying psychological strength than most imagine.
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Since I was looking at GDX capital volume, I decided to check out its smaller cousin
too. GDXJ is Van Eck’s Market Vectors Junior Gold Miners ETF. It has become the
benchmark way to track gold’s explorers and small producers. Using the same methodology
as above, this GDXJ chart is exactly what I expected to see in GDX. As prices tumbled and
despair mounted, volume dried up and trended considerably lower.

GDXJ is far smaller than GDX, so note the different scales here. While the first GDX capitalvolume chart showed daily trading up to $2250m, that same axis on this GDXJ chart merely
goes to $300m. Unlike GDX which is mentioned and shown anytime gold stocks are
discussed in the major financial media like CNBC, GDXJ is relatively unknown. The juniorgold-stock total abandonment makes gold stocks look popular!
While these charts again go to Wednesday, as of Thursday after this latest Fed scare GDXJ
was down an astounding 78.8% since its December 2010 peak! This compares to “merely”
63.2% for GDX. Sojunior gold stocks have suffered far more than major gold stocks as this
entire sector fell deeply out of favor. This makes sense, since juniors are far riskier in
general than larger established gold miners with multiple mines.
GDXJ’s capital volume reflects what the gold-stock sector feels like in terms of
universal despair. Volume has shriveled to virtually nothing, levels so low they’ve only
been seen in recent years right as major gold-stock rallies have started. Low volume after
long selloffs reflects widespread despair. And once that peaks and all susceptible
sellers have exited, only buyers remain. So that’s when new uplegs are born.
The 21dma of GDXJ’s capital volume is also down considerably, with a downtrend that has
lasted for gold stocks’ entire correction (or probably severe cyclical bear market is a better
label now). As prices grind ever lower, more and more investors and speculators capitulate
and sell low. With fewer traders left, and less excitement among these remaining
contrarians, there is simply lower trading volume in general.
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But this GDXJ read on junior volume and interest also has bullish components. The
downtrend in junior-gold-stock capital volume is actually relatively modest considering the
sheer magnitude of their losses. And just like in larger gold stocks as represented by
GDX, we’ve seen high junior trading volumes during rallies. This implies there is
plenty of capital waiting on the sidelines ready to flood in when gold decisively turns.
So despite the horrendous carnage in gold and gold stocks this year, the volume profiles in
the leading gold-stock and junior-gold-stock ETFs show lots of bullishness. And it is
incredibly hard psychologically to be bullish on gold stocks these days. Wall Street
has somehow convinced itself that record global central-bank inflation, with no unwinding
(just slowing), is bearish for gold! This has crushed gold stocks.
They’ve become the most hated sector in the world, plunging to hyper-oversold deeplyundervalued levels reflecting gold prices radically below current levels. But gold isn’t going
anywhere, and neither are its miners. This metal has been an essential asset class for all
portfolios for millennia, and it absolutely will recover from its extreme anomalous 2013
selloff. This mean-reversion rally is going to be huge.
So as hardcore contrarians, we continue to be bullish on this hated sector. There is blood in
the streets in gold stocks, they are trading below panic levels. Mocked, ridiculed, and
despised, they are the ultimate contrarian play. And compared to the larger miners, the
juniors are seriously contrarian within this sector. The greatest gains by far as gold and
gold stocks inevitably recover will absolutely be in elite junior golds.
The bottom line is gold-stock volume as represented by the popular GDX ETF is very
bullish. Low volume after long selloffs flags peak despair, the sentiment extreme right
before major new uplegs are born. And despite horrendous pain in 2013, gold stocks are
still enjoying high-volume rallies and their average capital volume is still rising. This
suggests lots of traders waiting on the sidelines eager to buy when gold turns.
And turn gold will, its 2013 selloff was a total anomaly driven by stock traders aggressively
dumping GLD shares and super-leveraged futures traders suffering a couple forced
liquidations. These are temporary events having nothing to do with bullish underlying
global gold supply-and-demand fundamentals. As they pass, strong world physical demand
will retake the gold driver’s seat. And it and its miners will soar.
Adam Hamilton, CPA
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Final capitulation coming
Jordan Roy-Byrne - The Daily Gold

| June 21, 2013

Our recent calls for a bottom have been proven wrong as
precious metals plunged to another new low. Two trading rules
we have is to always use a 20% stop and never add to a losing
position. Note our previous article in which we said use the late May
low for a stop.
This helps minimize risk and potential losses, though we have a
handful of small losses trying to anticipate the coming rebound. We
always admit mistakes to subscribers and we never blame
manipulation. That is just unprofessional. All being said, a close
examination of history tells us that this could be the final
capitulation that would lead directly to a huge rebound in the
ensuing months.
Below we plot the four major downturns within the two secular bull markets in gold stocks. The HUI is now down
64% since 2011 and just surpassed by inches (in time and price) the 1968-1970 downturn. The Barron’s Gold
Mining Index (BGMI) lost 67% from 1974-1976 before rising nearly 700% over the next four years.
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A 67% downturn would take the HUI down to 210. Interestingly,
Fibonacci analysis shows that 210 lines up exactly with the HUI’s
2012 low and 2011 high. So 210 is a target to keep in mind. The
GDX equivalent is $21.64.
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It’s important to note the 50-day moving average (or the 10-week
moving average) as it plays a very important role in how gold stock
bottoms evolve. Note that the HUI failed at the 50-day moving
average at 283 and has already fallen to 228. Keep that in mind as
we go over some important history.
Several months before the bottom at the start of 1970, the BGMI failed at the 10-week moving average. See the
circle. From that point, the BGMI declined about 33% to its final bottom.
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The BGMI failed at the 10-week moving average in summer of
1976. It declined about 35% to its final bottom.
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In September 2000, the HUI rallied above its 50-day moving
average but eventually about 35% down to its final bottom.
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In September 2008, the HUI failed at its 50-day moving average. It then declined a whopping 57% before hitting its
final bottom.

In three of the four cases, the market (after failing at the moving
average) declined 33%-35% to its final bottom. At present, the HUI
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peaked at the moving average at 283. Note that at the recent failure
of the 50-day moving average, the market was far more oversold
than it was at that specific point in the four historical examples.
Thus, we shouldn’t expect the same type of downturn. My downside
target of 210 would mark a 26% decline from 283. It’s not 33%35% but it is substantial.
If you take another look at the four charts, you’ll notice that the moving average plays a key role following the
bottom. It provides initial resistance but once it gives way, the recovery begins in earnest. In the chart below we plot
the paths of the recoveries that followed the four major bottoms discussed above. It’s not unreasonable to anticipate
a 50% rebound in a four month period. In only four months the gold stocks rebounded 85% (starting in Q4 2008)
and 60% (starting in Q4 2000).

Gold is a speculative asset that is prone to big declines even in a
secular bull market. When inflation is falling and the stock market is
performing well, precious metals can really tumble. This is what
occurred from 1975 to 1976 and during the last two years.
Meanwhile, loose monetary policy and debt monetization since
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2008 has already been factored in. Gold ran from $700 to $1900 and
Silver surged almost 6-fold. Junior exploration companies went
from pennies and dimes to $2 and $5. Junior producers went up 10fold and more.
The cyclical bear market began with precious metals reaching very
overbought conditions as noted above. Fundamentals slowly
deteriorated as price inflation declined and Chindia (crucial for
metals demand) slowed down economically. Global fear subsided.
QE 3 was factored in but didn’t have a sustained impact above and
beyond the aforementioned bearish factors. Furthermore, a major
technical breakdown intensified the bear market.
Currently, the precious metals complex is plunging but should find a
bottom sooner rather than later. A catalyst is definitely needed for
the complex to sustain a bottom. Twelve months from now we could
see tremendous support for precious metals. The smartest guys are
talking about the Fed doing more and not less. By smartest guys I’m
talking about folks like Jeff Gundlach and John Brynjolfsson and
not fanatical gold bugs. China will have to take action at somepoint
to prevent a full blown credit collapse and deflationary spiral. The
ECB is talking about pursuing unconventional measures and Mark
Carney, the new chair at the BOE, would like to take more action.
Does this sound like a bearish recipe for precious metals over the
coming quarters?
It’s been a tough road for precious metals but the path ahead has
strong potential of being significantly profitable and in a short
period of time. The buying opportunity that we’ve spoken of for
months could be days away. When precious metals equities
rebound, they rebound violently.If you’d be interested in our analysis on the companies
poised to recover now and lead the next bull market, we invite you to learn more about our service.
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Thursday, March 7, 2013

Gold Miners In Crash Mode
Regular readers of the blog know that I usually do not discuss Gold Miners specifics when it comes to the
Precious Metals sector. I usually place a lot more focus on Gold and especially Silver, which happens to
be my favourite investment for the coming years. However, looking at the recent Gold Miners price action
and crash-like conditions, I cannot hide my excitement as we see extremely oversold levels and
extremely pessimistic sentiment.

Let me share a few charts and indicators I am looking at right now, which signal that we are either close
to a bottom or most likely already there:

Chart 1: Gold Miners are most oversold since 2008
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Source: Simone Alberizzi

Looking at the weekly chart of the Gold Miners, we can make two conclusions. The first, the uptrend
started in late 2000 and the second, we are currently at the most oversold level since late 2008 and late
2000 - both being major buying opportunities in the current secular bull market. While the price could
make further lows in the short term, I assume that a reader looking back on this post in 12 months time
would appreciate the fact that a major low was at hand.

Chart 2: Internals suggest final stage of bear market

Source: SentimenTrader / Short Side of Long

They say a bear market develops in three stages. The famous Dow Newsletter author, Richard Russell
once wrote about it:
1. The first phase is the one where the bear market wipes out the optimism and excitement which existed
at the preceding bull market’s top.
2. The second phase of a bear market is usually the longest phase. This is the phase where it gradually
dawns on stock holders that business is deteriorating and that we are moving into hard times.
3. The third phase of a bear market is the “throw ‘em in” phase where stocks are sold for no other reason
than that the sellers need to raise cash.
The third stage is also the one which shows internal breadth readings hitting rock bottom capitulation
levels. The common indicators that I use to track oversold levels are usually the percentage of stocks
above the 200 MA and the Summation Index. Both of these show readings relative to where previous
major lows have occurred.
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Chart 3: Bullish Percent Index is at record oversold
levels

Source: Objective Trader

Staying with the theme of internal breadth readings, another indicator is also currently proving to us that
we are in the final capitulation phase of the bear market - the Bullish Percent Index. According to
StockCharts.com "the Bullish Percent Index (BPI) is a breadth indicator based on the number of stocks on
Point & Figure buy signals within an index. Because a stock is either on a P&F buy or sell signal, there is
no ambiguity when it comes to P&F charts. This makes BPI a straightforward indicator with clearly defined
signals." The chart above, thanks to the Objective Trader website, shows that we are currently
at extremely low readings. In other words, conditions are similar to the panic of 2008 - a major low in
Gold Miners [recently corrected].

Chart 4: Valuations show Gold Miners
at bargain prices
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Source: BMO Capital Markets

While we can use a variety of valuations metrics, I'd hate to fall into the value trap like so many traders
recently did with Apple. Apparently the stock was extremely cheap at the $650 to $700 price range,
trading at ridiculously low forward P/E ratios. Well it seems that the bubble is deflating and the stock just
got even cheaper.
I do not believe that the Precious Metals sector has yet to reach an euphoric frenzy such as Apple just
went through (it might one day soon), so therefore tracking its Price to Cash Flow ratio could hold some
value for us. According to BMO research, valuations have now reached levels similar to that of late 2000,
just as the bull market was starting. This could mean two things, either the Gold Miners are currently
discounting eventual Gold price decline at which point the P/CF ratio could actually rise or truly the sector
has hit rock bottom bargain value.
I understand certain traders will disagree with my subjective and bullish views here and therefore they will
dismiss the valuations. The market is always comprised of bulls and bears, therefore any opposing views
are always welcomed at this blog.

Chart 5: Miners are very cheap on relative basis too...
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Source: BarChart.com / Short Side of Long

While the S&P 500 continues to storm ahead towards its 52 new week highs with an abundance of retail
hot money chasing the prices, Gold Miners have been sold off towards 52 week new lows as of this week.
Out of all the major and minor sectors with the famous S&P index, the Gold Mining sector is the only one
that is oversold... and extremely oversold at that.

Chart 6: ... and could outperform in coming quarters!
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Source: Simone Alberizzi

The fact is, since August 2011, the S&P 500 has been on a super sprint while from a relative perspective,
Gold Miners have been all but forgotten. Technically speaking, a mean reversion is now overdue. My
opinion is that Gold Miners could surprise to the upside in the coming quarters ahead, at least on relative
basis (chart above).

Chart 7: Gold vs Gold Miners ratio is giving us a buy
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signal

Source: Short Side of Long

Gold Miners have now been under performing the yellow metal since the early parts of 2011.
Theoretically, the overall Precious Metal bear market started around that time and Gold Miners served as
an early indicator. Mining Juniors were the first shoe that dropped and it was followed by the huge Silver
crash in May 2011. This was followed by a further sell of in Gold and Silver in September 2011 (which I
happily shorted back then link 1 & link 2). The whole of 2012, we spent watching PMs move in a sideways
range while Gold Miners tanked. However, looking at the chart above, the ratio between Gold (the
underlying asset) and Gold Miners has now reached levels surpassing the late 2008 bottom. In my
opinion, this is definitely a buying opportunity.

Chart 8: Losses are approaching historical extremes
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Source: Short Side of Long

Finally, the annual performance of the Gold Mining sector has been in the slumps for most of 2012. The
price itself has gone through two mini crashes which easily rival the infamous 2008 panic. The last two
major buying opportunities that reached 1.5 SDs on the downside happened in 2000 and late 2008. While
we aren't there yet, we are definitely fast approaching similarities to those two extremes. Therefore, while
further downside might exist in the short term (as already explained above), it is important for an investor
to gauge his longer term bearings towards the bullish side.
The Bottom Line
As we judge the recent cyclical bear market within the longer term secular uptrend, we can see that Gold
Miners are becoming very attractive. Whether it is the technically oversold levels that only occur a handful
of times over a generation, the rock bottom valuations on nominal or relative basis, or the extreme
sentiment that the overall sector is going through, all of these indicators point to one conclusion: we are
fast approaching a major buying opportunity. Time to put your dry powder to work!

--
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Redemptions in the GLD are, oddly enough,
Bullish for Gold
By Eric Sprott & Etienne Bordeleau
Recent outflows from physical gold exchange traded products (we use the SPDR Gold Shares, GLD)
have been interpreted by the financial press as a sign of weakness in the demand for gold as an
investment vehicle.1
However, a closer look at the evidence suggests otherwise: the largest outflows in the history of the GLD
(see Figure 1) started well before the large drop in the price of gold we observed on April 15th, 2013 (9%, which represents a 1 in 11 years event)2. In fact, the net redemption of shares of GLD started as
early as the second week of January 2013 (on a 3-month cumulative rolling basis). In this note, we will
explore the theory that it was the shortage of physical gold and the ensuing arbitrage opportunity that
drove market participants to redeem shares of GLD.
So why are the bullion banks3 that act as Authorized Participants for GLD, a group that includes JP
Morgan and HSBC and others (who by-the-way were mostly bearish on gold leading to the April Crash),
redeeming so many shares of GLD?
One explanation could be that they are trying to match supply and demand so that the net asset value
(NAV) of the ETF is in line with its price. Historically, we have observed that large movements in and out
of the GLD are associated with large discounts/premiums to NAV (Figure 2). This is due to the constant
creation/redemption of the shares to minimize the discrepancies between the ETF share price and the
NAV. However, the recent wave of redemptions has occurred even while the premium to NAV has been
very stable, hovering around 0% for most of the year.

FIGURE 1: FLOWS IN THE GLD (TONNES) - 3 MONTH ROLLING BASIS
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Source: SPDRgoldshares.com and Sprott Calculations.
Last Observation: May 28, 2013 (Week 22).

FIGURE 2: GLD PREMIUM TO NAV AND GOLD FLOWS

Source: SPDR Gold Trust, Sprott Calculations.
Note: Large flows are defined as weeks where the average % change in tonnes lies in the top or bottom 10% of its distribution (i.e. tail
events).

We believe that the answer lies in the discrepancy between the paper and physical markets for gold. Over
the past few months, there have been rumours of bullion bank customers unable to redeem their
gold.4,5While, at the same time, physical demand in Asia has been extremely strong this year. 6,7 According
to the World Gold Council (WGC), Indian imports should reach 230-400 tonnes in Q2 2013 (an increase
of more than 200% year-over-year) and imports from China keep breaking records (the WGC now
forecasts total Chinese imports of 880 tonnes for 2013).8 This is reflected in the large premium customers
in these markets pay over the “London Fix”, the price one should be able to get for physical gold. One
way to measure the extent of the demand imbalance for physical gold in Asia is to look at what has been
termed the “Shanghai Premium”, which is the difference between the quoted physical gold price on the
Shanghai Gold Exchange and the London Fix gold price. Figure 3 above shows a weekly time series of
the Shanghai premium in USD/oz. of gold. Since the beginning of the year, the Shanghai premium has
been consistently above zero and historically large, reaching more than $50 per oz.
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FIGURE 3: SHANGHAI PREMIUM (GOLD, $/OZ)

Source: Bloomberg. Last Observation: May 28, 2013 (Week 22).
Definition: Shanghai Gold Exchange Au9999 Gold (USD) minus London Gold Market Fixing Ltd - LBMA AM Fixing Price/USD.
“The Shanghai Premium is calculated on a weekly basis. Formula: (SHGF9999 Index * CNYUSD Curncy * 31.1g/oz) - GOLDLNAM
Index”.

Putting the pieces together
It is clear that demand for physical gold in Asia is strong and that the price of gold in these markets is well
above the “Western” price. This creates arbitrage opportunities for market participants that have access to
large and cheap quantities of physical gold in the West. The bullion banks happen to be the only ones
able to redeem GLD shares for gold, and the GLD, with its 1,000 tonnes of inventory, acts like a large
physical gold bank.

FIGURE 4: SHANGHAI PREMIUM ($/OZ) AND GLD FLOWS

Source: Bloomberg, SPDR Gold Trust, Sprott Calculations.
Note: Shanghai Premium shown as a 3-month Moving Average GLD flows are rolling cumulative flows over 3 months
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According to the GLD prospectus, the bullion banks can create or redeem units for as little as 10bps
(0.10%). Even with transport and insurance costs (which are arguably lower for large transactions and
large international banks), there is a clear arbitrage opportunity for the bullion banks when the Shanghai
premium (or any other physical gold price premium in emerging markets) is as large as it has been
recently.

Moreover, because of the intense demand for physical gold we have seen so far this year, it is very
probable that the bullion banks themselves are in a shortage of physical gold, hence the need to use the
GLD reserves.

Indeed, since 2005, there has been a strong negative correlation between GLD flows and the Shanghai
Premium (-53%) (Figure 4 above). This means that large outflows (redemptions) from the GLD are
typically associated with high premiums in the Shanghai gold market. This association has been
particularly marked since the beginning of the year, with historically large outflows corresponding to an
all-time high in the Shanghai premium.

To conclude, the evidence presented here suggests that, contrary to what has been stated in the financial
press, the flows out of the SPDR Gold Trust may have been generated by the bullion banks to take
advantage of an arbitrage opportunity in the physical market. This arbitrage opportunity occurred because
of the intense demand for gold stemming from Asia and the inability of traditional suppliers to provide this
gold (hence the large Shanghai premium). We believe that this activity further supports our hypothesis
that there is a lack of availability of physical gold and an obvious dislocation between the physical and
paper gold markets.

In these conditions, it is not hard to imagine that prior to April 15, the bullion dealers, with their large
resources, were tempted to sell large amounts of gold futures in order to lower the spot price and make
the arbitrage even more profitable by increasing the spread and sparking a tsunami of buying in Asia.

To us, this is clearly a bullish signal for gold.

Roubini attacks the gold bugs

End of QE? – I don’t buy it.
BY DETLEV SCHLICHTER ON JUNE 21, 2013 ·
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Ben Bernanke (Photo by U.S. Federal Reserve)

A new meme is spreading in financial markets: The Fed is about to turn off the monetary spigot. US
Printmaster General Ben Bernanke announced that he might start reducing the monthly debt monetization
program, called ‘quantitative easing’ (QE), as early as the autumn of 2013, and maybe stop it entirely by the
middle of next year. He reassured markets that the Fed would keep the key policy rate (the Fed Funds rate) at
near zero all the way into 2015. Still, the end of QE is seen as the beginning of the end of super-easy policy
and potentially the first towards normalization, as if anybody still had any idea of what ‘normal’ was.
Fearing that the flow of nourishing mother milk from the Fed could dry up, a resolutely unweaned Wall Street
threw a hissy fit and the dummy out of the pram.
So far, so good. There is only one problem: it won’t happen.
Now I am the first to declare that the Fed SHOULD abolish QE, and not only in the autumn of this year or the
summer of next, but right now. Pronto. Why? –Because a policy of QE and zero interest rates is complete
madness. It distorts markets, sabotages the liquidation of imbalances, prohibits the correct pricing of risk, and
encourages renewed debt accumulation. It numbs the market’s healing powers – by enabling more ‘pretend
and extend’ in the financial industry – and it adds new imbalances to the old ones that it also helps to maintain.
This policy may have prevented – for now – debt deflation but maybe debt deflation is what is needed.
QE is nothing but heavy-handed market intervention. It is destructive. It doesn’t solve the underlying
problems. It creates new ones.
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Larry Summer’s getaway car
However, none of these objections even register at the Fed. The Fed has a completely different perspective:
This policy was a roaring success and as it has worked so well it can now be faded out. Soon there will be no
need for it. Larry Summer’s dreadful phrase captures that thinking probably best: The economy will soon have
achieved ‘escape velocity’.
Most analogies are somewhat poor but this one is particularly inept. Ironically, though, the reference to
mechanics captures beautifully the logic of Keynesians and other interventionists: the economy is like a
physical object moving through space and is occasionally in need of a little push to get moving again at an
appropriate speed. Policy provides the push.
Bernanke doesn’t use these terms but his thinking is similar. He explained QE to the American public in
2010 by announcing that his job was to occasionally manipulate interest rates and asset prices to encourage
lending, borrowing, spending, shopping, and other healthy economic activities, and that once his machinations
had stimulated enough of those activities, the economy would again enter a virtuous cycle (his words) of selfsustained growth. Escape velocity has been restored.
I think this is nonsense – however appealing it may sound to many laypersons. The economy is not an object
that needs a push, or a machine that needs to be jump-started, or a lazy mule that needs a gentle slap on its
behind to get going again (of course, you should never hurt an animal!). The economy is a complex process of
coordination, an elaborate tool that allows an extensive and diverse group of actors with different and
frequently conflicting goals and interests to co-operate with one another peacefully toward the best possible
realization of their own material aims. A crisis is a failure of that coordination process. It is a cluster of errors.
The only explanation for the occurrence of such a cluster of errors is a systematic distortion of the market’s
coordinating properties, such as occurs when monetary expansion distorts interest rates and other relative
prices, and leads to imbalances that unhinge the economy.
The economy went into recession because of massive financial deformations. Easy money had led to excessive
indebtedness, a housing bubble and dangerous levels of leverage. The problems were such distortions, not lack
of momentum. The real question is not whether the GDP statistics exhibit the right velocity but if the
underlying dislocations – which, to the chagrin of the econometricians, cannot be easily ascertained from the
macro-data – have now dissolved.
No Escape
The Fed believes it has healed an economy that was sick from easy money with more easy money. The patient
is feeling better and can soon be released from intensive care. In my view, the patient is still sick and now
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suffers from a dangerous addiction to boot. The ‘feeling-better’ bit maybe, just maybe, a lingering drug high
from Dr. Bernanke’s generous medication. Withdrawal symptoms may surface soon. If they do, Dr. Bernanke
will simply open the medicine cupboard again. Don’t forget, only a few weeks ago the man appeared on TV
and tried to talk up the Russell 3000 stock index.
I do not doubt that, if measured by overall GDP, the US economy is presently doing better. I would be foolish
to take on the Fed on this point. The Fed has a staff of 200-plus economists, most of them, I assume, from
America’s finest universities, which doesn’t mean they are good economists but at any rate probably good
statisticians. If they say there are signs of life in the economy, that’s good enough for me.
Where I disagree is on the narrative. The deformations are largely still there. How can they not, given the
enormous policy effort to suppress the very market forces that would – in a free market – have exposed and
liquidated these deformations? They are still visible, among other indicators, in high degrees of indebtedness.
And they matter. That is why I am mistrustful of the Fed’s projections. Their theories compel them to believe
in virtuous cycles and ‘escape velocity’ and to disregard imbalances and distortions. Any sustained removal of
super-easy money will allow these deformations to resurface and immediately cloud the near term cyclical
outlook. According to my worldview, this should be allowed to happen as it is part of the essential healing
process. But it runs counter to the Fed’s worldview and the Fed’s view of its own mission.
The one institution that lacks ‘escape velocity’ is the Fed. It will remain hostage to the financial monsters it
created and the dangerous misconception of its own grandeur.

Junior Mining Stocks,
Anecdotal Points to Keep in Mind…
By Bob Pellerin
and Charlie Grainger
Our analysis still indicates that we are in a long-term bull market in gold and most hard assets.
While we have had and still expect many more “pit stops” to occur, historical indications project a cycle
that has many more years to run. To begin, we called one of the best analysts that we know, Robert
Morrow of Bradenton, Florida who has been named many times as the number one gold timer over the
years. Bob targets $1800 in the shorter term with a strong possibility of $2200 by next spring. Of equal
credentials is Marc Leibovit, one of the best gold timers that we are aware of. He has been named as the
top gold timer as well quite often. Marc says the following which appeared in the June issue of The Bull
and Bear’s sister publication Monetary Digest:
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“Gold stocks are a special opportunity by certain valuation metrics; they are cheaper than their 2008
lows and are as cheap as they have ever been. Therefore, with the big money still long gold and gold
stocks cheap-this brings a unique opportunity to the gold sector. I didn’t think that we would see as good
a buying opportunity in gold stocks as we saw in 2000 and 2008. However, here we are again. If you
have missed out on the gold bull market, I would use the recent weakness to take advantage and get in.
The 12 year bull is going to continue, driven by central bank purchases, currency destruction and the
general momentum of a bull market.” Marc says it all, doesn’t he?
Here are some points that investors should be very aware of.
1. By several gauges of valuation for the junior mining stocks, such as the prices of the gold stocks
compared to the price of gold bullion, many are now extremely undervalued. We have used various
fundamentals such as cash per share, resources and reserves per share, insider ownership and recent
insider buying including of course the location and size of the mining projects. But investors seem to be
falling into the same trap of not doing or paying attention to their analyses when the juniors are selling at
or near their multi-year price lows. These are the times when attention is merited as we believe it is today.
2. At present, the junior mining stocks seem to be in what we call a low volume “drift down phase”
where the stocks’ prices decline on very light volume to virtually no volume in some cases. For example, if
one uses the technical analysis indicator of “On-balance volume,” one will see that the juniors have risen
on heavy volume and have declined on low volume indicating that buying power is far stronger than
selling pressure. Simply stated, it indicates that more investors have wanted to “get in and buy the stocks”
than “get out of them.” So as bad as the declines may be, there is another “point de vue.”
3. Overlooked? Recognize that many large “expert” brokerage houses will not permit their brokers to
recommend small caps stocks for their clients, particularly under $2, much less when they are in the
range of cents. Experts!?? In 2000, the major brokerage houses would rather recommend a Nortel at
$100 or a Lucent at $60, General Electric at $40 and Citicorp which has since lost 90% of its value. We
can go on forever with examples. What makes it so ridiculous is the fact that the large US brokerage
houses, with their pathetic track record, have the audacity to tell anyone what to invest in and what not
invest in. The industry’s track records speak for itself-in no uncertain terms!
4. Taking a look at the stocks themselves? Most importantly, what is the price range of the company
over the last five years? Generally, you should be focusing on stocks selling at the lower end of their price
range after suffering severe declines in price. Examine the stock’s price chart carefully. Use technical
analysis to help in the timing for an entry point if its fundamentals justify investment consideration. Don’t
be fearful and we suggest that you might discuss your analysis with others. You should learn how to do
the research or at least much of it yourself. Only about 15% to 20% of all listed companies have extensive
research coverage. For most stocks, there is a substantial amount of information available on the Internet
on many stocks and it is usually free! And most of it is quite accurate and informative. Realize that after
doing your homework, effort and time, you will be better than 90% of the professional analysts.
5. The old market maker system is gone. There are far less market makers (specialists) today that
actually maintain markets than in the past in supporting stocks and trying to balance the orders between
buyers and sellers. Many of those that remain have been forced to become traders in every sense of the
word. Less market makers today is an understatement as many have totally disappeared! So, those who
have stayed in the business have become day traders in the stocks. That is not constructive for the
markets as the volume balance between investors and traders is too heavily to the traders’ side which
leads to the volatility and instability that we have today. We have been told that recently, over 90% of the
volume is being done by the professional traders.
6. Are the mining stocks liquid? It depends on which stocks. There is a severe lack of liquidity in
many juniors with weak low volume bids and a limited volume of offers. One can take advantage by
putting orders under the market and waiting patiently. The fact that there are far less market makers does
offer investors opportunities to accumulate shares while they are being sold as the previous buyers
(market makers) are no longer there. Take advantage of it by having bids in under the market. Don’t
chase…accumulate.
7. Junior mining stocks often have enormous insider (officer) ownership percentages. It is a major
positive indicator for many successful investors. It is monitored closely today, yet it’s rarely emphasized
by companies. If officers own a large amount of shares, it is a very positive indication-you know that their
interests lie in the company’s performance. And since there is so little comprehensive research available
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on the junior mining stocks, if officers and directors sell even a moderate amount of their own personal
shares, when the sales are reported on the Internet 2 days later, the stock can decline in price.
Understand that often insider transactions are the only method of analysis that investors have available,
so be careful, it can be a valuable indication as to whether or not the stock could be undervalued.
8. How much cash does the company have? It is very important! Drilling is expensive, so check the
burn rate or the cost to run the company per month. Can the company raise funds if need be? That is so
important. Try to avoid companies with much debt; better yet, try to avoid companies with any debt.
9. Keep in mind that a large percentage of institutions and central banks are underinvested in gold
bullion. One can see that on any severe weakness, heavy buying comes in. We think that there is a
strong possibility that over the next several years, those institutions and central banks will be investing in
mining companies that have substantial drill indicated reserves. It will be the only alternative to
accumulate the amount of gold exposure that they will require.
10. For Example, let’s use “Dollar Cost Averaging”: George is a friend for many years. He has been
an extremely successful investor due to his very intense analysis and perhaps above all his patience. He
has a very positive outlook for gold stocks and hard assets. For example, recently after researching a
mining company and finding it that it merits investment, George commenced accumulating the stock on
strict limit orders. If a stock declines in price after George buys it, so much the better! He will then enter
buy orders at lower price levels and hope that he can accumulate the stock at lower prices even though
he had paid higher prices initially.
Recently, George started investing in a Canadian mining stock that had dropped from a price of
about $2 a shares to the $0.60 cents level. His analysis indicated that at $0.60 cents, the stock was
exceptionally undervalued (as did the company’s officers who were buying the stock as well), so he
commenced accumulating the stock on limit orders. It later dropped to $0.38 cents (on unbelievably light
volume) and George bought whatever shares came in for sale. He had previously entered good till
cancelled limit orders “under the market.” It later dropped to $0.31 cents where he managed to increase
his position, but not by much as few shares seem to be available. The stock has rebounded up and
George benefited by previous shareholders selling their shares which George bought. Question? Will it
work? We don’t know at present, but it sure has worked for George in the past. He is an exceptionally
wealthy investor who has made his fortune by investing.
Final Thoughts
There are numerous opportunities for exceptional capital gains in the Junior mining sector. If one
will do the necessary in-depth research before investing, one can run rings around the so called
brokerage house experts.
Editor’s Note: Article from www.Canadianmineanalysis.com by Bob Pellerin and Charlie Grainger
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